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ESP, Psychokinesis, and PsychicsChelsea House Publications, 2008

	Many people have experienced psi, whether as a sense of having been in a place before (deja vu), hearing a voice in their head that gave them guidance, or following their intuition. For some, these events can be attributed to coincidence, but for psychics, such episodes occur more frequently and intensely, often manifesting in dreams,...
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Operational Risk : Modeling AnalyticsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006

	Discover how to optimize business strategies from both qualitative and quantitative points of view

	

	Operational Risk: Modeling Analytics is organized around the principle that the analysis of operational risk consists, in part, of the collection of data and the building of mathematical models to describe risk. This book is...
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Ten Drugs: How Plants, Powders, and Pills Have Shaped the History of MedicineHarry N. Abrams, 2019

	
		Behind every landmark drug is a story. It could be an oddball researcher’s genius insight, a catalyzing moment in geopolitical history, a new breakthrough technology, or an unexpected but welcome side effect discovered during clinical trials. Piece together these stories, as Thomas Hager does in this remarkable,...
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The Element of FireTor Books, 1994
"The Element of Fire is a powerful fantasy." -- Locus Magazine, 1993 

   Scientific magic and fairy magic collide headlong in the   threatened kingdom of Ile-Rien, where the Captain of the Queen's Guard   fights a perilous battle standing between opposing forces seeking to   topping the kingdom's young king. Reprint....
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Vietnam at WarOxford University Press, 2009
For many Westerners, the Vietnam War summons images of American soldiers patrolling rice paddies, battling an elusive enemy as helicopters circle overhead. But there were, in fact, many Vietnam wars--an anti-colonial war with France, a cold war turned hot with the United States, a civil war between North and South Vietnam and among southern...
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Riemannian Geometry: A Modern Introduction (Cambridge Studies in Advanced Mathematics)Cambridge University Press, 2006
"Each chapter concludes with an excellent section of notes and  advanced exercises with further results, with hints and sketches of solutions  at the end of the book...I think that it is the best reference on Riemannian geometry available, especially for someone interested in isoperimetric problems...Chavel is one of about a dozen mathematics...
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Whiteshift: Populism, Immigration, and the Future of White MajoritiesHarry N. Abrams, 2020

	
		Whiteshift: the turbulent journey from a world of racially homogeneous white majorities to one of racially hybrid majorities

		 

		This is the century of whiteshift. As Western societies are becoming increasingly mixed-race, demographic change is transforming politics. Over half of American babies are...
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Defenses Against the Dark Arts: The Political Education of Harry Potter and His Friends (Politics, Literature, & Film)Lexington Books, 2021

	
		As the publishing sensation of the last half-century, Harry Potter dominates early education in politics. Children, tweens, teens, and adults love it; and most students come to college knowing at least some of it. This dark fantasy analyzes politics in strikingly practical...
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Alchemy and Psychotherapy: Post-Jungian PerspectivesRoutledge, 2014

	Alchemical symbols are part of popular culture, most recently popularised in the Harry Potter books. Alchemy intrigued Carl Jung, the founder of analytical psychology. It inspired him as he wrote ‘the Red Book’ - the journal of his voyage of internal discovery. He devoted much of his life to it, using alchemical symbols as...
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ZBrush Character Creation: Advanced Digital SculptingSybex, 2008
ZBrush's popularity is exploding giving more CG artists the power to create stunning digital art with a distinctively fine art feel. ZBrush Character Creation: Advanced Digital Sculpting is the must-have guide to creating highly detailed, lush, organic models using the revolutionary ZBrush software. Digital sculptor Scott Spencer guides...
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The PHP Anthology: Object Oriented PHP Solution, Volume 1SitePoint Pty Ltd, 2003
A compilation of best practice solutions to common Web Development problems in PHP, focusing on the achievement of practical goals by applying well-structured, object orientated software design principles.
 Volume 1 covers the foundations of PHP including writing portable and reusable code, storing and extracting data from files, manipulating...
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Maximizing Your Sales with Salesforce.comCourse Technology PTR, 2008
With more than 1,000,000 active users, Salesforce.com is the most widely used online CRM application worldwide. Targeted to busy sales professionals, Salesforce.com can be used to manage sales, accounts, contacts, correspondence, activities, and more. If you’re one of these busy sales professionals, you need an easy reference tool to maximize...
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